NOW & THEN
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days. Schools were dosed and streetcars

stuck.
This " Big Snow" was indeed the big
news of the day, and the Wednesday

Times banner headline read: "More Snow
Predicted." The news included the roof
collapse of the West seattle Christian
Ou.Jrdl. That was at 1:30 in the afternoon,
about l 03 minutes before the collapse of
another Christian canopy. The second fall
was the blizzard's most spectacular.
The front page of the Thursday Post·
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morning paper's description
a bit like a report from the front

and dawn found dear skies and warmer
atmosphere.··
Saturday Seattle would get its first mail
from the East in five days. Sunday, 19
snow-stalled trains reached the city. By
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slip in places, taking a dozen homes and
two lives,
When the St. James Cathedral re-
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it was more "inspiring, " for the poor
acoustics of the cathedral had been
Improved with the new cover. So Gregorian chants could stir the worshipers
spiritually without the threat of the roof
falling in.

lines of World War I.
" ... A roar like the boom of a heavy
gun brOUght priest and layman to the

Cathedral ... They saw a huge jagged hole
where the massive dome had soared ...
The view within looked like the scenes of
....destruction brought by the cannons in
Belgiwn. Through this the blizzard poured
Its .white douds and rapidly drifts began to
sift over sacred images and objects of
great beauty in bronze, onyx and marble."
The Thursday~ening Times editorial
response was fittingly toodled by both
remorse and hope.
"Disaster to an edifice of this character
constitutes a public loss. Great churches
are part of the intimate life of the dty ...
To the great many thousands in Seattle
this mishap yesterday comes as a persona1
loss as much as if the individual had
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not far distant future mightier, more
attractive and more inspiring than in the

past."
The grandest cathedral in the North·
west had been dedicated Dec. 22, 1907.
It's twin 17!Hoot towers and octagonal
dome, topped by an electrically lighted
cross, dominated the city's skyline from

FimHill.

The Day the Dome Fell

Covered with copper, the dome was
supported by four steel trusses, of which
one had an undiscovered flaw. With the
estimated added weight of 30,000 pounds
of wet snow, it budded so the whole dome
feU 120 feet to the sanctuary's mosaic
floor. Air pressure popped most of the
cathedral's windows, and the pulpit and
attar rail were crushed.
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at
hroughout the Sunday afternoon
and early even1ng of January 30,
1916, three thousand skaters slid
around on Green Lake while an
equal number huddled around bonfires
that ringed the lake. At 1 o'clock the
following afternoon, The Times made its
last temperature check for the evening
edition. The thermometer read 27 degrees
lind it had been snowing since 10 that

T
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month in the history of Seattle."
The next day The Times reported that it
had snowed for 27 hours without interrup-
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of it everywhere eJse. In response, the
Humane Society called for the sharpshodding of horses to prevent their faDing.

The cathedral still is domeless, as seen
In this view from the north.
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er, the fate of 500 white leghorn fowls was
not so providential when the roof of the
Wilkens and Brian chicken house at the
Ronald Station on the Everett interurban
collapsed.
Perhaps it was in unconscious mimicry
of both the cathedral and the chickencoop
that Thursday, Feb. 3, The Times report·
ed,
"The backbone of the stonn was
broken during the early morning hours,
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